
Contour Exami
An economical, customisable, easy to move examination table available with or without 
dropsides.

Key Benefits

Safe & low: The 400mm low platform height of 
this table takes away the requirement to use 
step stools or unnecessary heavy lifting. 
Excellent height: Electrically adjust the patient 
height up to 930mm helps to examine or treat 
your patient without having to stoop over, 
ensuring easy access and less stress.
Comfortable: 100mm fluid proof Protran 
mattress with a welded, pressure relieving cover.
Custom quality: Manufactured in Australia with 
speed, quality, and care, plus customisation 
capability
Longest warranty: Peace of mind with a 
lifetime of local support, easy maintenance, and 
fast guaranteed parts.

Application

Ideal for medical clinics, examination rooms, 
schools, prisons & mining sites

Why Buy?
Helping patients on and off an examination table is 
easy and safe with a design that allows the mattress 
platform down to 400mm, lower than a standard 
office chair height! Uniquely, these stretcher 
examination tables are designed to be easily moved 
around and re-positioned due to their light-weight 
build and large castors. There are a range of 
accessories and customisations available to ensure 
the unit is designed to be priced and configured 
best to practically fit into your modern facility.  
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Contour Exami
Without dropsides
If you require a patient examination 
table, then this is worth considering.

The standard Contour Exami without 
dropsides gives all the same functionality 
as an examination table, however has the 
additional value of colour choices and 
accessory mounting, while being very 
easy to move and reposition as required.

Ultra-low height
Make it easier and safer for patients to 
get on and off.

The 400mm low platform height of this 
table takes away the requirement to use 
step stools or unnecessary heavy lifting. 
Sit and position your patient comfortably 
and then raise them to the desired work 
height with the touch of a button.

Excellent high height
Don't strain your back, raise a patient up 
to your best working height.

Lifting the platform height up to 830mm 
(plus an extra 100mm for the mattress 
pad thickness), helps you to examine and 
treat your patient without having to 
stoop over, ensuring easy access and 
less stress. The backrest travels from 0 to 
85 degrees with emergency CPR quick 
release option available.

Head and foot tilt
A generous 15 degrees top tilt both 
directions.

Position a patient how you need them or 
quickly lower their head down (and feet 
up) in an emergency.

Customise it your way
Upgrades such as wider top, dropsides, 
base cover, colours and accessories.

This is a very flexible platform with 
excellent customisation available. Change 
the standard Contour Exami from a basic 
examination table into an economy 
patient stretcher.

Go anywhere
Change from the standard 125mm twin 
to 175mm single castors for situations 
such as outdoor.

If there is a requirement to wheel over 
rougher concrete, sand or grass terrains, 
this option gives larger diameter rubber 
wheels with 50mm extra ground 
clearance under the stretcher.

Specifications

Overall Size: 2135 x 815mm (965mm wide 
option)
Patient Surface: 1900 x 680mm (830mm wide 
option)
Height Range: 400 to 830mm
SWL: 300kg
Castor Size: 125mm twin wheel castors, 4 
brakes and 1 steer
Includes: 100mm Protran mattress, electric 
backrest that raises to 85 degrees, standard 
main power electric operation
Options: dropsides, base cover, battery back-up 
with cable retractor, larger castors and 6 endrail 
colours

Product Code
Contour Exami (without dropsides); MPT-C-EXAMI
150mm wider top; MPT-CXA-WT
Dropsides; MPT-CXA-5RD
Base cover with storage; MPT-CXA-BC
Battery backup; MPT-CXA-BB
CPR backrest release; MPT-CXA-BQR
175mm large castor option; MPT-CXA-175
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